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The co-creation hype

SOLVE A PROBLEM IN ISOLATION

DEFINE & SOLVE A PROBLEM WITH STAKEHOLDERS

EXPLAIN IT TO STAKEHOLDERS
Spectrum of stakeholder collaboration
Consumer collaboration

@elonmusk the San Mateo supercharger is always full with idiots who leave their tesla for hours even if already charged.
3:00 AM - 11 Dec 2016 - San Mateo, CA

@loic You're right, this is becoming an issue. Supercharger spots are meant for charging, not parking. Will take action.
3:20 AM - 11 Dec 2016

Tesla Supercharger

NikeID
Citizen collaboration

Fix my Street, My Society
From commercial to urban participation

INCENTIVES

RESOURCES

* impact measurement
Why now?
Reshape relationships
Conversations
TOP UP APPROACH

TOP DOWN

BOTTOM UP
Citizen initiatives fostered by authorities

Incredible Edible Topmorden
The city is too complex for dashboards
Natural selection
URBAN EXPERIMENTATION
Peer production of commons
CITY AS A COMMONS

EXPERIMENTS

OPEN & ACTIVE INSTITUTIONS

OPEN & ACTIVE CITIZENS

DIALOGUE
Looking for something specific? Write it here.

Urban Challenges

How would you make your city more inclusive?

How can governments strengthen citizen participation in managing cities for life?

We already are 1,119 citizens contributing to the transformation of our city.

+ Latest
+ Active

Gustavo Acevedo
Alejandro Razo
Sergio Andres Ortiz Ortiz
Camilo

8,645
6,797
6,781
5,974

Citizens
Citizens
Citizens
Citizens
People + Ideas + Spaces = Projects

Positive social, economic & environmental impact

The Open Works
BT Adopt a phone box
Experimentation as a Service

- Co-creation of service development
- Ethics & privacy by design
- IP management
- Experiment enabling tools and resources
Experimentation as a Service
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